
 
SET SUBJECT – 4 Seasons 

 
CATEGORY IMAGE NAME  

1 A A Cold Bus Shelter- Excellent tonal range and exposure of snow. Gold 

2 A 

Cold and Foggy – Tells a good story of abandonment but not necessarily about 
seasons ( because it is B&W I cannot see the fog and rely on the image title) . A bit 
flat maybe increase the contrast for a more impressive monochrome 

3 A Icicles – interesting shadows and highlights. 

4 A Icy – Well composed and tells the story.  

5 A 
Its cold outside  - good visualisation and use of layers to create this image. Consider 
cropping the LHS to the beginning of the bottom layer of white frost. HC 

6 A 
Morning Walk – LHS of lampposts make an interesting image receding to infinity – 
RHS not so interesting.  

7 A 
Skiing the high country – using the sunburst juxtaposed with the skier works well. I 
like the composition and what a perfect day for skiing and photography 

8 A 

Spring Rose – very pretty with a good selection of roses in different stages of 
development. The main rose needs to be sharper and take care when framing a 
subject with bright BG areas which distract. 

9 A 

Sudden summer Storm – as a street image I like it, the seasonal factor is subtle but 
indicated  by the shiny streets and the raincoat. A lot going on but the red shirt 
immediately draws my attention and the red signs balance the image. The flow or 
line of sight is from L to R due to the position of cars and person.  - well seen! Silver 

10 A 
The Watch – the reflection adds a interesting twist to the image – we can make up 
our own story – mine: its too windy on the ridge to go outside.  

11 A 

Too Cold – great complementary colour range and interesting composition. I did have 
to think about the seasonal factor – we had empty swimming pools here due to the 
drought and water restrictions, but the empty beach and green grass supports your 
title. 

12 A winter Fog – lovely muted colour tones and receding focus tell the image story Silver 

13 A Wisteria at Forde Abbey UK – a delightful image in composition and colour HC 

 
    

   

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 B 
Autumn – light is perfect showing the leaf colours and contrasting with the other 
vegetation. 

2 B 
Autumn Gold – an interesting study in light & shadow. The leaf on the left is out of 
focus and in the front – take care with your in camera composition. 

3 B 
Autumn Leaves – a good variety of autumn and evergreen colours. Having BG areas 
blurred is fine if the main subject is in focus and stands out from the rest of the image 

4 B 
Autumn Mt Tomah – definitely autumn here – great colour! A good image always 
need a main point of interest. (a rake head; part of a tree trunk ....etc) 

5 B 

Colours of the Season – Quite a good composition with the red leaves sharp and in 
focus – try to give your main subject more room in the frame and not cut pieces off 
such as the RH leaf 

6 B 
Corunna Summer Sunset – a beautiful landscape and reflections – it has no content 
that indicates season 



7 B 
Curious Spring Seal – very cute and would work well in a square format, but again it 
has no content to indicate season 

8 B 
Seal in Summer Morning Light – it is enjoying the sunlight – no content to indicate 
season 

9 B 
Snowies Road – excellent snowy landscape with the road as a leading line which 
would work better to lead thru the image if you flipped it horizontally. Gold 

10 B 

Spring Blossoms – delightful with all that blossom and the bee a main point of 
interest. I don’t mind the out of focus blossom at the bottom but less of it so it is less 
dominating. Gold 

11 B 
Spring in Kosciusko – good detail and focus on the daises. Try a closer crop to bring 
more  attention to these flowers  Silver 

12 B 
Spring plus 9  - great capture! Check out a horizontal flip – then the movement is 
from L to R with room in front of them to move into. Silver 

13 B 
Sprinkler fun  - the expression on her face makes this image and good use of shutter 
speed to capture the droplets HC 

14 B Summer fire seeds- well composed and good colour tones. It does sharpness 

15 B 
Winter streetscape – the Give sign works well as a contrasting feature in the image 
but the power lines do not add anything to it.  

 
  

  
 
 
 
 

1 C  

Autumn Leaves – good detail and almost monotonal colour when Autumn usually 
presents such a variety of browns, yellows, reds, oranges. When presented with a set 
subject try and consider a composition that is more than a record image. 

2 C  

Frangipani Summer Flowers – lovely light on the subject. Although the flowers are the 
main subject try and frame it so you are not cutting off bits like the leaves. Consider a 
greater depth of field with a smaller appeture/bigger f number to ensure most of the 
flowers are in focus. HC 

3 C  
Frosted – great selection of shapes and pattern s in this image. Your focus is off – 
move further away from subject and/or increase ISO to avoid shake. (Or use a tripod) 

4 C  
Garden Picnic – great sunny colours! Nicely composed but always consider whether 
areas in the image are essential to the story it is telling ....  as in the RHS  HC 

5 C  
Mountain Mist  - delightful layers in the landscape. Watch clouds and light when 
exposing as they can easily blow out – use your camera histogram.  

6 C  

Summer Paradox – I like your composition with the people on the LHS  viewing the 
scene presented. I take it that it is raining but you do need more detail to tell the 
story. 

7 C  
Winter Laughs – Good detail and story telling – your model enjoying a winter walk – 
well done     Gold 

8 C  

Winter View – nicely composed with detail in front and the mist blurring the BG 
trees. Try flipping the image horizontally – most people read an image from left to 
right so the vacant land & fence lead you towards the fore ground trees which are 
the main subject. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OPEN SUBJECT 

 
CATEGORY IMAGE NAME   

1 A Bilboa 

B&W certainly increases the drama in this image – good tonal range and 
sky vignette helps accentuate the architecture. Some vertical distortion 
on the LHS which is accentuated by the portrait format  Silver 

2 A Bingi Point 

An impressive lookout. Do you think that the FG scrub really adds to the 
image? A Panorama crop using the coloured rocks  as FG would make a 
great land/seascape image. HC 

3 A Blue Boat  

Good compositional features - leading lines with the oyster racks taking 
me across the image, the juxtapositioning of boat and Boatshed all work 
well together. Complementary colours: blues plus orange/yellows in 
buoys and vegetation add to the image.  

4 A 
Destruction in 
the Mist  

Wow  a great B&W .... it tells the story! The lens distortion  as you aim 
upwards adds to this image.   Gold 

5 A Frenzy Crowded and colourful, good framing using the rocks 

6 A 

Hampton 
Court Stairs 
UK 

I suspect there are better angles on this scene and a greater depth of 
field needed to ensure the image is sharp thru-out 

7 A Lulu 

A very creative set up for a portrait – Lulu is obviously enjoying the hair 
dryer. Portraits need eye detail – maybe you can recover these in the raw 
file, but focus appears to be on the nose & tongue. 

8 A Mum n Bub 

Excellent detail in the bub with bulk of the image out of focus including 
the mum, her movement could have been a factor  – I do like your 
treatment of the surrounds but mum needs to be sharper or maybe a 
closer crop on the bub . 

9 A 
Sea Mist with 
Casuarinas 

There is great light on the BG tree, just a few steps to your R and it would 
have been nicely framed by the darker FG tree. When composing an 
image consider what your subject is – the mist seems less interesting 
than the trees  (to me). 

10 A Shag  

Great detail where it counts in a bird portrait – eyes and feathers. The 
bright rocks and OOF vegetation tend to distract from your subject. So 
either use your editing skills or consider a crop to remove distractions. 

11 A Ships ahoy What a beautiful peaceful scene 

12 A 
Sleeping 
Beauty  

A good nature capture of a seal  doing what seals do in the sun. Bright 
areas always draw the eye of the viewer – consider burning/darkening 
the 2 white rocks and also the water. Maybe someone in the club could 
demonstrate how to add a vignette to images ..... darkening edges to 
draw attention to the central subject.  

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 



 

1 B 
Backyard 
Visitor  

Good positioning in the frame but consider whether you need all the 
vegetation, especially as it is out of focus. 

2 B 

Colours and 
Cracks of the 
drought 

Interesting textures and   I like finishing effect of the frame  
Silver 

s3 B 
Don’t watch 
me eat 

Well composed as a portrait. It is difficult getting the exposure right on 
black (or white) subjects and it can’t always be corrected in PS so keep 
practicing and use your camera histogram if available 

4 B Eyes for you  

Well done in capturing the eyes of this animal. Nice and sharp & great 
light & colour. A greater depth of field is needed to ensure less blur of 
the animals fur 

5 B 
Gum in the 
Snowy  

What a great tree – very colourful. Your focus is slightly blurred – watch 
your shutter  speed and use a tripod or a higher ISO 

6 B 
New life 
begins 

I like how you are telling a story in this image with the blossoming lily and 
the devastated home.  For a better compostion getting maybe get down 
lower and shoot upwards- this  would reduce the path which cuts the 
image in half 

7 B Poser 
Good compostion – BG nicely blurred and good subject detail. Some 
blown highlights in the beak which can be easily cloned.  HC 

8 B 
Remnants of 
the Past  

A good combination of landscape and  human trash (albeit interesting 
trash!) good colour and detail from front to back of image.  Excellent 
choice of aperture/ shutter speed and ISO. With the ISO of 800 your will 
get noise in the sky – try the graduated filter in LR on the sky and adjust 
the noise slider only.  Gold 

9 B Seal Yawn  

What a mouth – I bet his breath is smelly. Excellent positioning in the 
frame and focus including the hairs on his nose. Watch  your in-camera 
histogram to deal with the exposure highlights. 

 

  
 
 
   

 

1 C  Blue Boy  

Well captured in the frame. A bit more light on the subject by reducing 
shadows in PS and add contrast, reduce noise and you will be pleased by 
the final image.  Gold 

2 C  Early Morning  This works well as an abstract with the different layers. 

3 C  Isolation  
Nicely composed. This landscape appears to have a painterly effect  was 
that intended or did you overdo the noise reduction? 

4 C  
Purple 
Swamphen 

Great portrait with good detail and colour in head and feathers. With an 
Open subject (not Nature) you can remove the grass distraction in your 
editing software. Consider including just enough of the birds 
environment  without making that the major part of the image. Silver 

5 C  Slumber party  
They look very contented. The cage and light tend to dominate the image 
so best to find a better angle. 

6 C  
Steel wool 
spinning 

Now thats an impressive reflection!  

   

 

 


